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7 Key Findings

1. In overwhelming numbers, Americans are worried about their ability to 
attain and sustain financial security in retirement.

2. Even as the nation remains deeply politically polarized, Americans are 
united in their sentiment about retirement issues.

3. Americans see government playing an important role in helping 
workers prepare for retirement, but lawmakers in Washington, D.C. just 
don’t get it. And the new tax law has not helped. 

4. In contrast to the sentiment about Washington, D.C., efforts by state 
lawmakers to expand access to retirement accounts for all workers is 
widely supported by Americans.  
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Key Findings

5. Americans are highly positive on the role of pensions in providing 
retirement security and see these retirement plans as better than 
401(k) plans. 

6. There is strong support for pension plans for state and local workers, 
and Americans see these retirement plans as a tool to recruit and 
retain public workers. 

7. Millennials are the most concerned about financial security in 
retirement, and are more willing than other generations to save more. 
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Methodology
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• Information for this study was collected from online interviews between  
January 7–16, 2019. A total of 1,250 individuals aged 25 and older 
completed the survey. The final data were weighted by age, gender, 
income, and race to reflect the demographics of Americans 25 and older.

• Sample was selected using the Research Now online panel. Research 
Now maintains one of the industry’s most comprehensive and deeply-
profiled online survey panels.  Panel members are recruited through a 
controlled mix of both online and offline methods, using “By-Invitation-
Only” acquisition to avoid attracting professional survey takers.  This 
makes this panel more representative of the population.



Key Finding 1 

In overwhelming numbers, Americans are worried 
about their about their ability to attain and sustain 

financial security in retirement.
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Americans agree that the nation 
faces a retirement crisis
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70% say that workers can’t prepare 
for retirement on their own
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Most agree they’ll have to work past 
retirement age to have enough
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56% say that retirement is only 
getter harder
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Healthcare, long-term care costs major 
factors making retirement more difficult
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Almost 3/4 say workers lack financial 
skills to manage money in retirement
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Americans agree employers need to 
contribute more to retirement
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Working longer and cutting spending 
once retired are viewed as options
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Key Finding 2 

Even as the nation remains deeply politically 
polarized, Americans are united in their sentiment 

about retirement issues.
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Across party lines, strong agreement 
that U.S. faces a retirement crisis
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Strong agreement that Washington 
leaders don’t get it.  
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The new tax law isn’t viewed as helping 
address the retirement savings problem
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Strong favorability for pensions 
across party lines
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Strong agreement that pensions good 
tool to recruit, retain public workers
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Key Finding 3 

Americans see government playing an important 

role in helping workers prepare for retirement, but 
lawmakers in Washington, D.C. just don’t get it.
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Americans agree Washington leaders 
don’t understand retirement difficulty
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81% say Washington leaders must 
retirement a higher priority
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Majority agree workers & employers should 
increase Social Security contributions
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Key Finding 4 

In contrast to the sentiment about Washington, 

D.C., efforts by state lawmakers to expand access 
to retirement accounts for all workers is widely 

supported by Americans.  
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Strong support for the new state-based 
retirement plans
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Large numbers would participate in new state-
based retirement plans if available
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Features of new state-based retirement plans 
appealing, especially portability, monthly income
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Key Finding 5

Americans are highly positive on the role of 

pensions in providing retirement security and see 
these retirement plans as better than 401(k) plans. 
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77% of Americans have favorable views of 
defined benefit pensions
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80% say those with a pension more likely to 
have a secure retirement 
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Most say all Americans should have a pension 
to be self-reliant, independent in retirement
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64% say pensions are better than 401(k) plans 
for ensuring retirement security
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Key Finding 6 
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There is strong support for pension plans for state 

and local workers, and Americans see these 
retirement plans as a tool to recruit and retain 

public workers.



Most Americans don’t begrudge public pensions; 
they want one to be secure in retirement
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Strong agreement pensions help recruit and 
retain the public workforce
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74% agree teachers deserve a pension to 
compensate for low pay
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82% say police, fire deserve a pension 
because they have risky jobs
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Overwhelmingly, Americans place a high value on 
COLAs, a feature of many public pension plans. 
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Vast majority agrees public pensions deserved 
because workers help finance the costs
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Most Americans don’t understand how public 
pensions are financed
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Public employee place a high value on their 
retirement benefits, higher than salary
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Key Finding 7 
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Millennials are the most concerned about financial 

security in retirement, and are more willing than 
other generations to save more. 



Milliennials have highest concern about retirement 
even though it’s in the distant future
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Millennials most likely to say they’ll need to work 
past retirement age, just ahead of Silent generation
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Millennial generation most willing to save 
more for retirement
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Millennials agree employers need to 
contribute more to retirement plans
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